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3-PHASE CHARGING
.SYSTEM COMPONENT
.TESTING

The 3-phase charging systems offer more
current delivery over traditional single phase
systems by using a highly-efficient "series"
regulator, and 33% more stator poles than a
standard 2-phase system.

This highly efficient power conversion
means more charging current is available at
lower speeds for maximum battery life and
easier starting-in fact, the system is
already charging at 550-650 RPM, where a
typical two-phase system doesn't charge
until 1000-1100 RPM.

The regulator is digitally calibrated for an
optimum charging level over a wide
temperature range, which is housed in a
rugged, billet aluminum housing. Regulator
operation is self-temperature compensated
to control heat and optimize service life, and
over-temperature protection prevents
catastrophic heat failure under severe
operating conditions.

Charging System Output

"

Testing Overall Charging
System Performance

To test the general performance of the 3-
phase charging system:

With the engine running, use a multi-meter
to measure the voltage across the battery
terminals. Under maximum load (fully
drained battery, lights on, etc.), voltage

~ should be between 14.3 to 14.7 volts DC

and current should be at maximum
potential.

Stator: Output

To test if the stator output:

1. Disconnect the stator from the regulator

2. Bring engine speed up to 1,000 RPM.

3. Use a multi-meter to measure the AC
voftage between any and aU
combinations of the stator output
terminals. Output should be around
16v AC at 1,000 RPM, and increase
with engine speed (Figures 2 and 3).

Figure 1-Measure the AC voltage
between each stator output terminal.



Figure 2-Voltage at each terminal
should be around 16v AC at 1,000 RPM.

Stator Failure Test: Shorted
to Ground

To test if the stator is shorted to ground:

1. Disconnect the stator from the regulator.

2. Use a multi-meter to test for continuity
between any of the stator outputs to
ground. There should NOT be
continuity betWeen any of the stator
outputs to ground (Figure 1).

Figure 3-Check for continuity betWeen
the each stator output and ground at the
case.



DIGITAL DASH
TESTING

To test the operation of each function in the
digital dash, a special digital dash testing
tool is required.

The tester comes with several harnesses
and powering options:

• harness for connecting digital dash
directly to the tester

• extension harness for connecting the
digital dash harness to the tester (does
not require removal of the digital dash
from the motorcycle)

• speedometer sensor test harness
• 12v to 11Ov AC adapter
• 12v to 12v battery harness

1. Supply power to the tester using one of
the supplied options.

2. Connect the digital dash cable to the
digital dash tester using one of the
supplied harnesses. The following text
will appear on the display:

Before any buttons are pressed, the
speedometer will appear as follows:

Tachometer Function

1. To test the function of the tachometer,
push the "TACH" button on the digital
dash tester keypad.

2. The tachometer display will begin to
cycle up the RPM scale. The display
value on the digital dash tester
should match the display on the
tachometer.

Speedometer Function

1. To test the function of the speedometer,
push the "MPH" button on the digital
dash tester keypad.



2. The speedometer display will begin
cycle to 100 MPH. The display value
on the speedometer should lag
behind the display on the tester by a
few MPH. THIS IS NORMAL.

NOTE: It is normal for the speedometer
to lag a few MPH behind the tester

Indicator Function

1. To test the function of each indicator,
push its corresponding bullon on the
keypad.

2. When each button is depressed, the
indicator should illuminate.

SPEEDOMETER
SENSOR TESTING

I

The digital dash tester can also be used to
test the function of the speedometer sensor.

1. Supply power to the digital dash tester
using one of the supplied options.

2. Disconnect the transmission sensor
from the main wire harness, and plug it
into the digital dash tester using the
supplied harness.

3. Jack the rear tire of the motorcycle in
the air, and secure the motorcycle.

4. Put the transmission in the neutral.

5. Slowly rotate the rear tire by hand, and
observe the display of the digital dash
tester.

6, The digital dash tester display should
flash from "PUSH A BUTTON TO
SELECT TEST" to "OIL PRESSURE"
with each pulse of the speedometer
sensor.



RELAY HARNESS
CONTROLLER (RHC)

The Relay Harness Controller, or "RHC,"
consolidates all of the electronic functions of a
motorcycle (with the exception of instrumentation
and engine management) into one unit.

The RHC performs all fuse, relay, and signal canceling functions in one simple package. It
provides multiple flasher combinations (signal canceling, hazard lights, and tri-state indicators),
running lights, brake lights, and turn signal from one bulb.

Use the following illustration and pin-out chart for pin identification and function:

PIN DESCRIPTION WIRE COLOR AWG
1 STARTER SOLENOID YELLOW 18

I 2 STARTER SOLENOID ",'".'r •. ,.."',,' YELLOW c". \W. ""~ti';;.#18i
3 POWER RED 18
4 POWER~: .• ,,' .. '';i" ,'-i, RE["""'C!' ,~~. '18''1;
5 COMPRESSION RELEASE ORANGElYELLOW 20

1'~'6 RIGHT REAR TURN SIGNAL BROWNIWHITE'(;");' "",.18"Y
7 REAR BRAKE POWER ORANGElWHITE 18
8 FRONT RUNNING liGHTS ••• BLUE".~ '~:f'".~ ""18~
g REAR RUNNING LIGHTS BLUE 18

:10 DASH UNIT POWER~. '•. ~ ~~~RED ~ .. ""2m;:
11 RIGHT TURN SIGNAL INDICATOR BROWN 20

'''12 RIGHT FRONT TURN SIGNAL ., ,": BROWNIWAITE :"~ ":"'181[:" .
13 LEFT TURN SIGNAL INDICATOR VIOLET 20

1".',14 LEFT FRONT TURN SIGNAL . ''',.-,.-;-,,' VIOlETIWHITE ',.;~ :18",
15 lOW BEAM YELLOW 18

1"~16 HIGH BEAM .•••. '"
. '. WHITE;:;,: 'ri? : .18k

17 HIGH BEAM INDICATOR BlUElWHITE 20
~ 18 LEFTREAR TURN SIGNAL VIOLETLWHITE~~'" ".181!l'

19 GROUND BLACK 18
~:20 SWITCH POWER 'fl' .- ,,<fie. WHITElRED;~ .~20~."

21 SWITCH RUN RED/BLACK 20
'~22 SWITCHACC .. :If.j~W REO(GRN(', . n: ~20if!...

23 VSPEED DASH GREENIWHITE 20
IW~24YSPEEDSENSOR.~~.~~.:~'~ GREEN '. ~''20~

25 LEFT CONTROLS POWER ORANGElWHITE 20
~'.26 RIGHT CONTR0LS POWER '" ;.;"';! ORANGEIWHITE ,_ ",;20illt

27 RIGHT TURN SWITCH COMMAND WHITE/BROWN 20
Iii, 28 LEn-TURN SWITCH COMMAND~'~ WHITEIVIOLET",~,.t< ••• lll'.20'1i

29 HOR SWITCH COMMAND YELLOW/BLACK 20
30 HIGH BEAM SWITCH COMMAND~~." BLUE/GREEN ;;1'. :1l'20~
31 START RELAY COMMAND BLACKIWHITE 20

" 32 KILL COMMAND . ," , . " GRA Y ,;~;:"'" "";: 201B
33 FRONT BRAKE SWITCH COMMAND REDIYELLOW 20

liJi,34 REAR BRAKE COMMAND .;~ REDIYELLOw~rJ;i, ,~20';:
35 IGNITION POWER WHITE/BLACK 18

••. 36 HORN r,' X ~ ~ BLACKIBLUE~~ ",'~ ~.18o{
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Use the UP or DOWN buttons to select
"Automatic Mode' or "Manual Mode."

1. To automatically test all the functions of
the RHC, press the YES button on the
keypad.

Automatic Mode

After the RHC tester has tested all of the
functions, the test result will be displayed. If
all of the functions of the RHC passed, the
following will appear:

They RHC tester will cycle through all the
functions of the RHC. The RHC will either
indicate "PASS' or "FAIL' briefly at the
conclusion of each test before testing the
next function.

RHC TESTING

To test the operation of each function in the
RHC, a special RHC testing tool is required.

Though the RHC is not serviceable, the
testing tool can be used to confirm if a
certain motorcycle malfunction due to a
faulty RHC.

1. Disconnect the main harness connector
from the RHC.

,
2. Make sure the harness connector with

the power leads and the red connector
lock is attached to the RHC test tool.
Connect the other end of the harness to
the motorcycle RHC.

3. Connect the power and ground leads to
the appropriate terminal on the battery.
This instantly powers up the tester, and
the following will appear on the screen:

However, if ANY ONE of the functions of the
RHC failed to operate properly, this
message will appear for 10 seconds:



2. Press the STOP button on the keypad to
return to the testing mode selection.

4. Press the STOP button to return to the
Mode Selection screen.

Testing Display Information

FUNCTION INDICATOR
(SIGNALS ALTERNATE BETWEEN

"ON" AND "OFF")

CONNECTOR PINS
USED

FUNCTtON BEING
TESTED

Manual Mode

1. To manually test an individual function
of the RHC. press UP or DOWN buttons
until the following appears on the
display:

2. Press the YES button on the keypad.

3. Use the UP and DOWN buttons to
select the function you wish to test.
Press the START button to begin testing
that function. After the test is complete,
the result will be displayed on the

~\ screen.


